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Yes, this is jazz! Tom Timmler, tenor sax: Not just a tribute to all the important compani-
ons of his life, but dedication, which is what "dedication" also means, to jazz as such. 
And with an expressiveness and authenticity of a very special kind. His way. He weaves a 
tapestry of sound with a "goose bump potency", in other words, simply enchanting. So-
metimes he is tender and seductive with downright erotic characteristics, sometimes pro-
found, which is always the case, or slender and light-footed virtuoso without any frills or 
compromises. Wonderful voice leading! An aesthetic delight! Of course he stands by his 
roots, which have also given him wings on this CD (John Coltrane). Now he takes off and 
surpasses himself, presenting a mature work that reveals new beauties and subtleties with 
every listen. His musical accompanists are also remarkable: Tilman Günther, piano; Ger-
man Klaiber, acoustic bass; Matthias Daneck, drums: absolutely appropriate and impres-
sive. A treasure chest of jazz! Tom Timmler! Definitely get it! 
No, I'm not an "expert", but I love jazz. And that's enough

Very successful thing! Grooves well, sounds good and what im-

presses me the most is your tenor sound! 

Well done and great respect!!! 

I am not a "Jazzplayer" but definitely a Coltrane lover..... and I 

can only say 
  
Your Trane is really arrived !!! 

 

 
powerful tenor sound, finely con-
structed, sensitive solos, beautiful 
compositions and a very good accom-

panying band. This is of a high, interna-

tional standard.

Response

...And with saxophonist Tom Timm-

ler, who has been a teacher in the 

Dreisamstadt for a long time, 

the recently released quartet album 

"Dedication" is a first-class tribute 

from the Black Forest to the spiritual 

world of John Coltrane... 
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